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Spanish for kids app

Even Harvard is on board when it comes to children learning languages, determined by a longitudinal study that language learning has helped them be more creative, more flexible, and better engaged in problem solving. Children who learned multiple languages also scored higher on group
tests, compared to those who did not. In fact, the pre-adolescent brain has an easier time learning pronunciation and learning new sounds, so don't wait; give your child an advantage by testing the following 10 language learning apps for kids. You don't have to tell them that you're setting
them up for life, but maybe they'll thank you for it, some day. 1. Stories By Gus On The Go Stories by Gus on the Go is the second part of the highly rated language learning app series. In the app, kids can play their way through games and lessons based on timeless stories like Goldilocks
and Three Bears or The Three Little Pigs while learning a new language. With Stories, children will start learning Spanish vocabulary and develop basic Spanish grammar skills using easy-to-understand sentences. Download Gus on Go in the iTunes App Store. 2. Duolingo With Duolingo
children can explore and learn a variety of languages, from Spanish and French to Russian and Vietnamese. While using the app, kids will earn points for correct answers and race against the clock to level up. The lessons were divided into bite-sized but effective pieces. Download
Duolingo in the iTunes App Store and Google Play Store. 3. Little Pim Series Little Pim is based on a collection of language learning videos focused on teaching children the essential building blocks of a language. The series has a collection of apps that help track a child's progress through
the program as well as support and reinforce what has been taught. Download the Little Pim app in the iTunes Apps Store and Google Play Store. 4. Rosetta Stone Kids Lingo Letter Sounds With Rosetta Stone, children can practice early reading English skills while learning Spanish at the
same time. The game teaches a variety of skills including letter ton, recognizing the difference between capital letters and lowercase letters and spanish pronunciation and vocabulary. Great for preschool and preschool children. Download Rosetta Stone Kids Ling Letter Sounds in the
iTunes Apps Store and Google Play Store. 5. Gus Οn Τhe Go Meet Gus enchanting friendly owls as you adventure through learning French. The post-lesson games reinforce learning in a fun and engaging way. Learn the basics of useful languages like numbers, colors, and food. With 90
new words to learn, 10 fun activities and native audio clips, it has everything you need to start a journey into the language world. Download Gus on the go in the iTunes App Store and Google Play Store. 6. Children learn Spoken Language with children learning Spoken, children with learn
to speak, read and write 200 words through a series of lessons and games. Sticker rewards and music videos keep learning fun. One lesson and 8 games are included with additional lessons available for download. Download Kids Learn Mandarin in the iTunes App Store and Google Play
Store. 7. Learning of Mindsnacks Mindsnacks offers a wide range of languages for your little (or you), including the more popular Spanish and French, as well as more unusual services such as Japanese and Portuguese. Each includes 9 mini games, words and phrases in native audio
lessons and clips. Download the MindSnacks app from the iTunes App Store. 8. Endless Spanish app For children who like puzzles, this is an app to join and learn at the same time. Endless Monsters helps navigate popular Spanish words using puzzles. Soak in Spanish and an English
translation is included. Download Endless Spanish in the iTunes App Store. 9. ChineseSkill ChineseSkill is an application that learns Game-based Dialogue but it is also full of information. It not only provides words and phrases, but also the ability to learn grammar, sentence patterns and
skills to make navigationing a language much more difficult. Download Chinese Language Skills from the iTunes App Store and Google Play Store. 10. Penyo Pal Penyo Pal is a flash card language game that teaches basic French vocabulary. It is designed with beginners in mind and also
offers 40 words for each level and native audio clips. Can it be used even if you are not a child? Oui! (Yes!). Download Penyo Pal in the iTunes App Store and Google Play Store. Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. • NEW VERSION NOW WITH MUSIC FROM LATIN
GRAMMY WINNERAS FEATURED IN PARENTS LATINA Magazine Quickly learn basic Spanish vocabulary with fun, colorful and addictive games through Spanish School Bus for Kids! Inspired by award-winning instructor Yvette Montalvo and her Montessori-based approach, this app is
perfect to help young students expand their world knowledge while enhancing their Spanish vocabulary. Complete the entire curriculum to get a Certificate of Completion, while unlocking exciting achievements along the way! This product goes beyond the guidance of basic vocabulary, and
aims to inspire a passion for beautiful Spanish language through the introduction of historical characters, landmarks, and catchy songs that children and parents alike can sing along. In relation to any starting Spanish audience, with a particular emphasis on promoting the potential for
language learning in children from Pre-K to grade 6, this app takes your child to a rapid stage to become bilingual. After completing the Vocab course, try the Word course for middle school students and older. Try spanish school buses and see why Parent Magazine named the Spanish
School Bus platform as one of the top 5 apps to learn Spanish!!! • • • • • APP FEATURES:• To get started gained the proficiency of 300 nonies, the most commonly used phrases and appnology while there is an explosion do it!• For intermediate students, the Dynamics Course specifically
emphasizes learning the dynamics corresponding to the Introductory to Spanish level course at the medium, high or college level.• more than 150 levels covering basic vocab topics such as Number, Color, Animals, Food and more; and a subject of words such as AR, ER and IR phrases in
Now and Tense Past.• Addictive game play includes four modes: Learning and Remembering, Quick Choice, Combination and Piñata Mode!• 54 unlockable achievements to track your progress, including exciting and relevant events about Spanish and Latin American culture, along with
national treasures and iconic animals. • 12 fascinating and educational Spanish music videos, which can be enjoyed on your iPad or iPhone, or shared via Apple TV in a class setting!• Certificate of completion to advance through all levels! Perfect for praising existing classroom curriculum or
home programs.• A dynamic match engine to look up the most common phrases and how to apply them.• Two-player mode to allow multiple users on a single app installation. • • • • ABOUT CHUNGABOO AND FACULTY YVETTE MONTALVO:Chungaboo is a family-owned children's
publishing company based in Austin, Texas. We pride ourselves on providing meaningful content and education for children to expand their knowledge, imagination and passion for learning. We are committed to providing high quality products to families who want to learn together. The
Spanish School Bus for Children was developed with over 20 years of teaching insight from Certified Montessori instructor Yvette Montalvo, Director of mariposas Hispanic School in Austin, Texas. Professor Montalvo is of southern U.S. descent and Monterrey, Mexico.•
•Websitewww.spanishschoolbus.comProduct Feedback and Support:support@chungaboo.comPrivacy Policy: Protecting your personal information is our top priority. To read our App Privacy Policy, please visit November 8, 2020 Version 3.0.2 Small release to provide access to Digital
Classrooms (downloadable content) for home learning. I am a college student considering Spanish. This is a great app for refreshing or learning basic vocabulary. I think the problem with most other applications that try to teach you Spanish is that they teach by translated from Spanish, eg
libro = book. What I like about this app is that it just shows you an image of el libro so that you link the Spanish vocabulary to the subject or the word rather than the English translation. On top of that, the game is quite fun - can be repetitive as it all involves combining flash cards, but the new
vocab at each level makes it see new. The only thing is that the sound does not work unless I use headphones. I use a Bluetooth ear phone, so I'll need it's out with regular plug-ins. I give this app five stars because they allow you to try a few levels before you really commit and for the
simple fact you can turn off the soundtrack. I have other Spanish learning apps for my 3-year-old twins that are also good, but have a focused soundtrack. As for other aspects of this app, it has great flash cards for each level and the games are fascinating. It's just the right level of learning
for young children... not difficult they do not get the concept, not so easy they lose interest. It has all the starting vocabulary you need for a kindergarten child. I looked through a lot of apps before I went with this one and you get a lot of bang for your buck. I have an app I spent more than
double the amount and my twins just don't seem to be picking up vocabulary. In my opinion it was just to distract and busy ... instead of learning the words that they all want to do is push small blocks around the screen and with music in the background I don't feel they've really focused on
the actual word being pronounced. I know this review is a bit long but I know I rely on other people's opinions to help me decide before I buy. So hopefully this will help. I speak Fluent Spanish and it is very important to me that my child learns languages for family and future purposes. Since
they will learn English since growing up in the US, I don't want them to spend too much time on English activities, especially on electronics. Usually times I don't feel the language app is authentic enough and Spanish doesn't seem native. This app is great! The design, content and variety
are all impressive. I like that they offer flash cards (electronic and printable), songs with music videos, and great pictures! They did their research and found very effective ways in e-teaching! My two-year-old (nearly three) flew over the demo in less than a week and so I decided to buy the
full version (my first time doing so for my kids). This app is a STEAL for what it teaches early learns. My American husband is getting a kick out of it as well! The developer, Chungaboo, did not provide details on security practices and data processing to Apple. For more information, see the
developer's privacy policy. Developers will be asked to provide privacy details when they submit their next app update. Website app-supported privacy policy for developers
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